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Abstract: We consider nonlinear optimal control problems with 
bound constraints for the controls . Under the assumption that the 
optimal control is continuous and has finitely many smooth bound
ary arcs, we show that the system of optimality conditions can be 
reduced to a system of operator equations. Based on this system we 
investigate convergence of approximations by control parameteriza
tion. 
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1. Introduction 

Solutions of optimal control problems with control constraints are often con
tinuous and have finitely many boundary arcs . This structure is essential if 
shooting techniques are applied for the numerical solution of the control prob
lem (see Bulirsch, 1971) . Recently, such structural assumptions have been used 
to investigate parametric nonlinear control problems (see Maurer , Pesch, 1998, 
Malanowski , Maurer,1996, 1998, Malanowski, 1998). 

First order approximations of nonlinear control problems can be obtained 
by somewhat weaker assumptions . Theoretical and numerical results for Euler 
approximations can be found in Dontchev, Hager (1993, 2000), Malanowski et 
a!. (1997), Alt (1997, 2001), and Dontchev, Hager, Malanowski (2000). Results 
on first order Ritz type discretizations can be found in Felgenhauer (1999a, b). 

Under the assumption that the derivative of the optimal control has bounded 
variation, a second-order Runge-Kutta approximation for control problems with 
convex control constraints is investigated in Dontchev, Hager , Veliov (2000) . 
Higher order Ritz type approximations for nonlinear control problems are stud
ied in Felgenhauer (1998) , where. however. a mP.t.hnrl of nrrlPr n r P rmirPc th o t 
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In the present paper we use a structural assumption which requires that the 
optimal control be continuous and piecewise of class CP. As in multiple shoot
ing we do not discretize the control problem directly. Based on the structural 
assumption we first reduce the system of necessary optimality conditions to a 
system of equations. Then we show how for this system higher order approx
imations can be obtained. The aim of the present paper is to focus on the 
basic ideas. In order to keep the analysis as simple as possible we consider only 
control problems with a simple scalar bound constraint. 

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the optimal 
control problem and the structural assumption for the optimal control, which 
is used to reduce the system of necessary optimalty conditions to a system of 
equations. In Section 3 this system is formulated as an operator equation, and 
we show that this equation is regular, if a strong second-order sufficient optimal
ity is satisfied. Section 4 shortly discusses the application of Newton's method 
to this operator equation. In Section 5 a simple dicretization of the operator 
equation based on control parameterization is discussed. Section 6 gives a con
vergence analysis of solutions of the discretized equations. The results show that 
under the structural assumption one can obtain higher order approximations . 

2. Optimality conditions 

We consider the following optimal control problem with a simple bound con
straint: 

(OC) Min(x,u)J(x , u) = jt' cp(x(t), u(t) ) dt + ¢(x(tf )) 
ta 

subject to 

x(t) = '1/J(x(t), u(t)) 

x(ta) =a, 
u(t) ::=; b 

for a .a. t E [ta, t1J, 

x E W1
'
00 (t t ·IR11

) u E L00 (t t ·IRm) a, f , ' a, j, , 

where cp: lR11 x IRm --+ IR, ¢: lR11 --+ IR, and '1/J: IR11 x IRm --+ IR11
• We shall not 

treat the most general case and assume that the control variable is scalar, i.e. , 
m = k = 1. We further assume that: 
(C1) There exists a (local) solution (x, u) of (OC). 
(C2) For some p ~ 1, the mappings cp, ¢, '1/J, and g are p + 1 times Frechet 

differentiable in all arguments, and the respective derivatives are locally 
Lipschitz continuous in x, u. 

In order to formulate the necessary optimality conditions we denote by H 
the Hamiltonian defined by 
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and we denote by ii the augmented Hamiltonian defined by 

H(x, u, >., J-L) = H(x, u, >.) + J-L(u- b). 

We assume that for the local solution (x, ·u) of (OC) there exist Lagrange mul
tipliers~ E W1

'
00 (ta, tf; 1R11

), [1. E L 00 (ta, tf; JR) such that (x, u), [1.) satisfy the 
following system of first order necessary optimality conditions: 

>.(t)T = -Ha:(x(t), u(t), >.(t)) for a.a. t E [ta, ttl, 

>-(ttf = cPa:(l:(tJ))' 

Hu(x(-), u(-), >.(-), J-L(-)) = 0 for a.a. t E [ta, tJ], 

p.(t) 2': 0, J-L(t)(u(t)- b)= 0 for a.a. t E [ta, tJ] · 

(1) 

Moreover, we assume that the active set or boundary part of the inequality 
constraint u(t) ::::; b consists of finitely many boundary arcs. For simplicity we 
assume that there is only one boundary arc. More precisely, we assume: 
(CS) There exists one junction points such that 

u(t) < bVt E [ta,s[, u(t)) = bVt E [s,t1], 

and u E C(ta, tf; JR1 
), ul[ta,s] E CP(ta, s; JR1 

), where p 2': 1. 

EXAMPLE 2.1 We consider the following simple control problem: 

111 (OCex) min - (x(t) 3 + u(t) 2
) dt 

(u,x) 2 0 

subject to 

x(t) = u(t) 

x(O) = 4, 

u(t)::::; -2 

for a. a. t E [0, 1], 

for a. a. t E [0, 1] . 

The optimal contml shown in Fig.l has the stru.ctu.re defined by (CS). 

In the multiple shooting approach inequalities defined by system (1) are replaced 
by suitable equations and the junction point is treated as additional variable. 
We use a similar approach associating with (1) a new system of equations, and 
with the junction point as additional variable (compare Maurer, Pesch, 1995, 
Malanowski, Maurer, 1996, 1998, Malanowski, 1998, for a related approach in 
sensitivity analysis). 

Based on the structural assumption (CS) we compute two functions ii,(l) E 
CP(ta,s;JR1 ), u(2) E CP(s,t1 ;JR1 ) defining the optimal control by 

-(t) = { U.(
1l(t), t E [ta,s], 

u u(2 l(t), tE[s,t1]. 

Let the functions x(ll, U,(l), :£(2), U,( 2) be defined by 

:£(1l(t) = x(t), u.(ll(t) = u(t), Vt E [ta,s], 
(')\ 
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Figure 1. Optimal control for Problem (OCex) 

and let the functions j (1), j (2), p(2) be defined by 

j(ll(t) = j(t) \:It E [ta,s], 
j(2l (t) = j(t), p(2l(t) = fl(t), \:It E [s, t1]. 

W. ALT 

(3) 

By Assumptions (Cl)- (C2), (CS), (i:(ll, u(ll, :r(2l, -fi(2l, j(ll )(2l, p(2l, s) is a so
lution of the system defined by 

and 

~(ll(tf = -Hx(x(ll(t),u(l l(t),>.(ll(t)) \:It E [ta,s], 

,A(ll(s) = >.( 2 l(s), 

Hu(x(ll(t),u(ll(t),>.(ll(t) ) = 0 \:It E [ta,s], 

:i;(ll(t) = 1/J(x(ll(t), u(ll(t)) \:It E [ta,sJ, 

x(ll(ta) =a, 
~(2l(t)T = -flx(x(2l(t),u(2l(t),>.(2l(t) ,pPl(t)) \:It E [s,tt], (4) 

,A(2l(ttf = ¢x(x(2l(tt))' 

j;(2l(t) = 1/J(x(2l(t),u(2l(t)) \:It E [s, t1], 

flu(x( 2l(t),u(2l(t),>.( 2l(t),J.L(2l(t)) = 0 \:It E [s,t/], 

x(2l(s) = x(ll(s), 

u(2l(t)=b \:/tE[s,t1] . 
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A drawback of this system in view of discretizations and application of Newton's 
method is that the intervals [ta,s] and (s , tt] depend on the variable junction 
point s. We therefore slightly extend these intervals in such a way that (z, s) 
defines a unique solution of the resulting system. These extensions require the 
strict Legendre-Clebsch condition: 
(C3) There exists a> 0 such that 

Huu(iYl(t),u(ll(t))(1l(t)) 2:: a 
for all t E [ta,s]. 

LEMMA 2.1 Let Assumptions (C1)- (C3) and (CS) be satisfied for some p 2:: 1. 
For f1 , f2 > 0 sufficiently small there exist unique extensions of u(ll, x(ll, ~( 1 ) 
to [s, s + f!], and unique extensions of u( 2) , j;(Z), ~(2), p,(Zl to [s- f2 , s] such 
that the extended functions solve system ( 4) on [ ta, s + f1], resp. [ s - f2, t 1 ]. 

Proof. By virtue of Assumption (C3), it follows from the implicit function 
theorem that for every t E [ta, s] there exists a radius t: (t) > 0 such that for 
all (x , >.) E Bc(t)(x(ll(t))(ll(t)) there exists a locally unique solution u(x , >.) 
of Hu(x , u, >.) = 0, which is a p times Frechet differentiable function of the 
parameter (x, >.) . By compactness of [ta, s], we can choose E(t) independently 
oft. In particular, we have 

u(ll(t) = u(i(1l(t))(ll(t)) Vt E [ta ,s]. 

This implies that i;( 1), ~( 1 ) are solutions of the differential equations 

,\(ll(tf = -Hx(x(ll(t),u(x(1l(t),>.(ll(t)),>.(1)(t)) Vt E [ta,s], 

;.(ll (s) = ~(zJ (s), 

:i;(ll(t) = 1/;(x(ll(t) ,u(x(ll(t) , >.(ll(t))) Vt E [ta,s], 

x(ll(s) =i(2l(s). 

By the standard results of the theory of differential equations (see e.g. Knobloch , 
Kappel , 1974, Chap. III , Th. 2.1) there exists f1 > 0, such that the solutions exist 
and are unique on (s, s+f!]. This further implies that u( 1l (t) = u(x(ll (t))(ll (t)) 
has a unique extension on [s, s + f1]. 

FortE [s,t1], u(2l(t) is uniquely determined by u(2 l(t) = b, and ,Pl is 
uniquely determined by 

f..l( 2l (t) = f..l(Zl(t , >.) = -Hu(x(t) , b, >.(t)). 

This implies that £(2), ~ (2) are solutions of the differential equations 

,\(
2l(t)T = -Hx(x(2l(t),b,>.(2l(t) , f..l( 2 )(t)) Vt E [s,tt], 

>.( 2l(s) = ~(ll(s), 

:i;(2l(t) = 1/;(x(2l(t), b) Vt E [s, t1], 
_ ( 2)/ :: \ .:: (1){:;:-\ 
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Again by standard results of the theory of differential equations there exists 
tz > 0 such that the solutions exist and are unique on [s- [2 , s]. This further 
implies that p,(2l has a unique extension on [s- [2 , s]. • 

We denote u 1 = s + t1 , u 2 = s - tz. In the following we study the system 
defined by the extended equations of system (4), 

~(ll(tf + Hx(x(ll(t),u(ll(t),,\(1)(t)) = 0 

,\(ll(s)- ,\(2l(s) = 0, 

Hu(x(l ) (t), u(ll (t), ,\(1) (t)) = 0, 

.i(l) (t) - 1/J(x(ll (t), u(ll (t)) = 0, 

x(ll(ta)- a= 0, 

for all t E [ta, ul], 

~(2 l(t)T + Hx(x( 2l(t),u(2l(t),,\( 2l(t), f.L (2l(t)) = 0, 

,\(2l(tt)T- rPx(x(2l(tt))T = 0, 

Hu(x(2l(t), u(2l(t), /\(2l(t), f.L( 2l(t)) = 0, 

:i;(2l(t) -1/J(x(2l(t),u(2l(t)) = 0, 

x(2l(s)- x(1l(s) = 0, 

u(2l(t)-b=O, 

We show that this system defines a regular operator equation. 

3. Regularity 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

We write system (6)- (8) as an operator equation F(z,s) = 0, and show that 
F'(i,s) is invertible, where 

z = (x(l> -uu> i(2J u{2J ~(1J ~(2J ;-,(2l) 
' l ' ' ' ',....., 

is defined by the solution of (6)- (7). To this end we define spaces Z = Z1 x 
Z2 X Z3 X Z4 with 

z1 =C1 (ta, 0"1; IR11
) X C(ta, 0"1; IR1), 

Zz=C1 (u2, t1; IR11
) x C(u2, t1; IR1), 

Z3=C1 (ta,CT1; IR11
), 
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and W = Wl X W2 X W3 X W4 with 

Wl=C(ta,al;JR.n) X JRn X C(ta,al;JR), 
W2=C(ta,a1;1Rn) X lRn, 
W3=C(a2, tf; lRn) X lRn X C(a2, tf; lR), 
W4=C(a2, tf ; lRn) X lRn X C(a2, tf; lR), 

and the operator F: Z x lR -+ W x lR by 

F( ) = ( Fa(z,s) ) 
Z, S D ( ) , 

rb z, S 

where Fa is defined by (6), (7) , and Fb is defined by (8). 
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(9) 

In view of application of Newton's method to this system and stable dis
cretizations of this system we have to guarantee that the system is regular, i.e., 
that F' (z, s) exists and is a continuous linear operator. 

Since by Assumption (CS) u is continuous, we have :r(ll(s) = :i;( 2l(s), and 
~(l l(s) = ~( 2 l(s) . This implies 

:
8

Fa(z,s)=O. 

Therefore, F' has the structure 

F'( z, s) = uz 
( 

~ Fa( z, s) 

:z Fb(z, s) 

and F' ( z, s) is regular, if 

a F (- -) -1 . az a z, s exists , (10) 

and 

(11) 

Condition (11) is equivalent to 
(C4) u(1l(s)- u(2l(s) 1 o. 
This condition requires that the two arcs u(ll, u( 2l have a nontangential junction 
at s (compare Assumption (A3) in Maurer, Pesch, 1995 and Fig. 1) . 

Condition (10) is equivalent to the fact that there exists a constant c such 
that for each w = (WI, ... , w11 ) E W the system 

a 
az Fa(z, s)z = w (12) 

has a unique solution z(w) with ll z(w) ll ~ cllwll· In the following we show that 
~l-.: ..... : ..... .. ...... .,.... ! .!' ..... ............... _ .J .... _ ..J ____ J..; . ___ t : .l.. _. - - ·- _l' J ' _ r 
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To simplify notations, the argument of functions evaluated at the point 
(xlil(t),ulil(t), ... )), i = 1, 2, will be denoted by (il[t]. Then, the system (12) is 
eqivalent to 

~(ll(t) + H~~[t]xl 1 l(t) + H~~[t]u(l l(t) + 1/J~1 l[t]T>.( 1 l(t) = w1(t), 

>,(ll(s)- >.l2l(s) = w2, 

H~~[t]x(ll(t) + H~~ [t]u(ll(t) + 1/J~1 )[tjT>.( 1 l(t) = w3(t), (13) 

:i;(ll(t) -1/J~1 )[t]x(ll(t) -1/J~1 )[t]u(ll(t) = w4 (t), 

x(ll(ta) = W5, 

for all t E [ta, 0"1], and 

~(2 l(t) + H~~[t]x(2l(t) + H~~[t]u(2 l(t) + 1/J~2 l[t]T>.(2l(t) = w6 (t), 

>,(2l(tt)- ¢xx(xl2l(tt)fx(2l(tt) = W7' 

H~~[t]x(2l(t) + H~~[t]u(2 l (t) + 1/JFl[tjT>.(2l(t) + f.L( 2l(t) = w8 (t), 

:i;(2l(t)- '¢~2)[t]x(2l( t ) -1/J~2)[tJu(2 l (t) = w9 (t), 

x(2l(s)- x(ll(s) = w1o, 

u(2l(t) = w11 (t), 

for all t E [O"z, ttl· We define 

Z1 =W}(ta,0"1;1Rn ) X L2 (ta,0"1;JR1), 
Zz =W}(O"z, tt; IRn ) X £ 2 (0"2, tt; IR1), 

Z3 =W}(ta,0"1;1Rn ) , 
Z4 =W}(O"z,tt;IRn ) X L2 (0"z,tt;IR1), 
W1=£2(ta,0"1;!Rn) X !Rn X L2(ta,0"2;IR), 
lVz=L2(ta,0"2;1Rn) X !Rn, 
W3=L2(0"2 , tt; IE.n) X !Rn X L2 (0"z, tt; IR1), 
W4=L2 (0"z, tt; IRn) X !Rn X £ 2(0"2, tt; IE.). 

(14) 

If we restrict system (13)- (14) to the interval [ta, s], resp. [s, ttL then the 
resulting system defines the necessary optimality conditions for the following 
quadratic control problem: 

(OQ) M. T ( (1) (1) (2) (2) ) 
w m(x<tl,x(2l,u(l),u(2))EZt X Z2JQ X 'u 'X 'u 'w 

subject to 

:i;(ll(t) = '¢~1 )[tJx( 1 l(t) + 1/J~1 )[t]u(ll(t) + w4 (t) Vt E [ta,s], 

x(ll(ta) = W5, 

:i;(2l(t) = 1/J~2 )[t]x(2 l(t) + 1/J~2)[tJu( 2 l(t) + w9 (t) Vt E [s, ttl, 

x(2l(s)- x(1l(s) = w10 , 
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where 

JQ(x(1), x( 2), u(ll, u(2), w) 

_ ~ 18 
( x(ll(t) )T (1) ( x(ll(t) ) 

- 2 t. u(ll(t) Q (t) u(ll(t) dt 

-1: [w1(tfx(ll(t) +w3(tfu(ll(t)] dt 

1 t' (x(2
) (t)) T (2) (x(2

) (t)) 
+ 2 ls u(2l(t) Q (t) u(2l(t) dt 

-lt' [w6 (t)T x(2l(t) + w8 (t)T u(2l(t)] dt 

+ x(2
) ( t f f <Pxx (:i:'2l ( t f) )x(2

) ( t f) - w[ x(l) ( s) - wr x( 2
) ( t f), 

and 

Q(il(t) = Hx~ [t] Hxu[t] i = 1 2 . 
( 

(i) (i) ) 

H~~ [t] H~~ [t] ' ' 

We first prove an auxiliary result. Let the operator G: z1 X z2 -+ w2 X w4 be 
defined by the constraints of Problem (OQt, i.e., 

:i;(l) (-) - 1/;~1) [·]x(l) (-) - 1/;~1 ) [·]u(l l (-) 
x(ll(ta) 

G(x(1), x(2), u(ll, u(2)) = :i;(2) (.) - '1/1~2) [·]x(2l (-) - '1/1~2) [·]u(2) (-) 
x(2l(s) - x(ll(s) 
u(2) (·) 

and let the operator G: zl X z2 -+ vV2 X w4 be defined in the same way. 

L EMMA 3.1 If Assumption (C3) holds, then the operators G, and G are surjec
tive. 

Proof. Let v := ( 1V4, W5, Wg , WlQ, Wn) E w2 X w4 be arbitrary. To prove 
the assertion for G, we have to find (x(ll , u(1), x(2), u(2)) E z1 X z2 such that 
G(x(ll, x( 2), u(ll, u( 2l) = v. The last equation of this system is 

u(2l(t) =w11 (t) . (15) 

Setting u(ll = 0, we obtain an initial value problem having unique solutions x(ll 
and x(2l. For v := (w4,w5,Wg,W1Q ,Wn) E w2 X w4 it follows from (15) that 
u(2 ) E C(a2, t/;ffi.1). Hence (x(ll,u(ll,x(2l,u(2l) E Z1 x Z2, which proves the 
assertion for G. • 

Using Lemma 3.1 it can be shown that Problem (OQ)w has a unique solution 
z(w) for each wE W, if the following stro~.~ second-order c,~~dition is satisfied 
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(C5) There exists 1 > 0 such that 1!5
(x(ll(t))T (I) (x(ll(t)) 

2 ta u(ll(t) Q (t) u(ll(t) dt 

1 {t' (x(2) (t)) T (2) (x(2) ( t)) 
+2 ls u(2l(t) Q (t) u(2l(t) dt 

+~x(2l(tJ )T <f>xx(iPl (tJ ))x(2l(tJ) 2': r (11u~1 )11~ + llu~2)11~) 
for all (x(l), u(l), x(2), u(2)) E Z1 X Z2 satisfying 

:i;(1l(t) = ~i1 l(t]x(ll(t ) + ~~1 )[t]u(ll(t) Vt E [ta , s], 
x(l) (ta) = 0, 
:i;(2l(t) = ~i2l[t]x(2l(t) + ~~2)[t]u( 2 l(t) \It E [s, t1] , 

x(2l(s) = x(ll(s), 
u(2l(t)=O VtE[s,t1]. 

We can now show regularity of F' (i,s) . 

THEOREM 3.1 Let Assumptions (C1 )-(C5) and (CS) be satisfied. ThenF'( i ,s) 
is regular. 

Proof. Assumption (C4) implies (11), so that it remains to prove (10), i.e., 
we have to show that system (13)- (14) has a unique solution. Let w E W be 
arbitrary. By Malanowski (1998) , Lemma 4.1 , system (14) restricted to the 
interval [s,t1], has a unique solution (x(2l,u(2l,>.( 2l,p,l2l). We show that this 
solution can be uniquely extended to [a2, s] . System (14) defines u(2) on [a2 , ttl 
by u(2l(t) = w11 (t), and p,(2 ) by 

Inserting these expressions in the state and adjoint equations in (14) it follows 
that x(2), ,\ (2) exist and are uniquely defined on [ a2, t f ]. The assertion for system 
(13) can be shown in the same way. • 

The result of Theorem 3.1 can be directly obtained (in the same way as Lemma 4.1 
in Malanowski, 1998), if ( C5) is replaced by the following stronger Assumption: 

(C5) There exists 1 > 0 such that 

B(x(l), u(l ), x(2) , u(2)) 2': r (llu(l) II~ + llu(2) II~) 
for all (x(l), u(l) , x(2), u(2)) E Z1 X Z2 satisfying 

:i;(l) ( t) = ~il) [t]x(l) ( t) + ~~l) (t]u(l) ( t) \It E [ta, a1] , 
x(l) (ta) = 0, 
:i;(2l(t) = ~i2 )(t]x( 2l(t ) +~Pl[t]u(2l(t) \It E [a2,tf], 
x~~l(s) = x(ll(s), 
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where the quadratic form B is defined by 

EXAMPLE 3.1 The optimal trajectory x of the control Problem (OCex) in Ex
ample 2.1 is positive. Therefore, Ass·umption ( C5) is satisfied. 

The stronger Assumption (C5) will be used in the following to derive error 
estimates for discretizations of system (6)- (7). 

4. Application of Newton's method 

The result of Theorem 3.1 implies that Newton's method for operator equations 
can be applied to system (9). If we denote 

z(k) = (x(l,k) u(l,k) x(2,k) u(2,k) ,\(l,k) ,\(2,k) 11( 2,k)) 
. ' ' ' ' ' ,,...., ' 

then in each iteration step of Newton's method we have to solve the system 

Fa(z(k), s(k)) + F~(z(k), s(k))(z- z(k), s- s(k)) = 0, 
Fb(z(k), s(k)) + Ft(z(k), s(k))(z- z(k), s- s(k)) = 0. (16) 

The first equation is independent of s and defines the next iterate z(k+1) = 
z(k) + 6.z(k). It can be solved by solution of the following quadratic control 
problem: 

(OQ) M. J (6. (1) 6. (1) 6. .(2) 6. (2)) 
k 1HQ.x(I) ,tJ.u(l) ,tJ.x(2) ,tJ.u(2) EZt x z2 k X ' U ' X ' U 

subject to 

6_:i;(l) (t) = 'lj;~1 ,k) [t]6.x(1) (t) + 'lj;~1 ,k) [t]6.u(ll (t) + 'lj;( 1 ,k) [t] Vt E [ta, 0'1], 

6.x(ll ( ta) = a, 

6_:i;( 2 ) ( t) = 1j;,~2 ,k) [t]6.x(2) ( t) + 1/JF,k) [t]6.u(2) ( t) + 1j;(Z,k) [t] 't/t E [0'2, t f], 

6.x(2) ( s) = 6.x(l) ( s)' 

u( 2,kl(t)- b + 6.u(2l(t) = 0 'tit E [0'2, tf], 

where the argument offunctions evaluated at the point (x(i,k)(t),u(i,k)(t), .. . )), 
i = 1, 2, is denoted by (i,k) [t], and 

(
0'1 

T. r ~ (ll ~ {2) ., (1) ". (2)\ _ 1 .~ (1 , k)r,l i\ _ (l)r , \ , __ (l ,k)r_.l A .. (1)r , J _,_, 
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with 

(t) t _ XX XU . (H(i,k)[t] H(i,k)[t]) 
Q k ( ) - H~~k) [t] H~~k) [t] ' i = 1, 2. 

The second equation in (16) is 

By Assumption (C4) this equation has the unique solution 

(17) 

In this way we obtain a sequential quadratic programming method for the so
lution of system (9), where in each iteration step we first solve problem (OQh 
to obtain z(k+l) and then we compute s(k+t) from (17). 

5. Discretization by control parameterization 

The reduction of the solution of Problem (OC) to the solution of the operator 
equation (9) allows to obtain similar results as in Felgenhauer, 1998, but for the 
more general case, where the optimal control satisfies the structural assumption 
(CS), i.e., the optimal control is only piecewise of class cr. We present here only 
the main ideas for a simple approximation of system (9). As in Sirisena, Chou 
(1979) we use a discretizat ion defined by control parameterization, i.e. , only the 
control functions are discretized while it is assumed that the system and adjoint 
equations are solved exactly. The discretizat ion of system (9) discussed in the 
following is motivated by a control parameterization method for the quadratic 
control problems ( OQ) k of the preceding section. 

Let N EN, N ~ 2, and let h1 = (u1 - ta )/N, h2 = (tJ- u2)/N be the mesh 
spacings and 
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the nodes of the discretization. We approximate the controls u(ll, u(2 ) piecewise 
by polynomials of degree k. With 

I (l) -l( (1) (1) Jl . - 0 N -l - tj 'tj+l J - '0 0 0' 1 ' 

I (2) - [ (2) (2) ll 0 

- -- t1 , t1+1 J - 0, ... , N 1 

we introduce finite dimensional spaces 

u~l = { u: [ta, a!] --+ IR1 I uiJ is a polynomial of degree k '</I E I(l)} 

and 

u~Jl = {u: (a2,tJ]-+ IR1 I uiJ is a polynomial of degree k VIE I(2l} 0 

We use additional interpolation nodes 

Tg) =til) + jhi/k ' i = 0, 00 0 N- 1' j = 0, 00 0 'k' 

and 

7 (
2

) = t< 2l + J·/,2/k . 0 N 1 . 0 k '1 ' • ' z = ' 0 0 0 - , J = ' 0 0 0 ' • 0 

We use Lagrange polynomials as basis functions for u~l and u;;l. For i = 

0, ... N- 1, we denote by Li~J, j = 0, ... , k, the Lagrange polynomials defined 

[ 
(1) (1) l [ (1) (1)] 0 on ti , ti+1 = Ti ,O , Ti,k havmg the property 

L(I) = { 1, j = i, 
tJ 0' j 'I i' 

and by Li~J , j = 0, ... , k, the Lagrange polynomials defined on [t~ 2 ), t~~1 ] 
[TL~ , Ti<,~] having the property 

L (2) = { 1 , j = i , 
' 1 0' j 'I i 0 

Further we define discretization operators 6.~): L2 ([ta, a 1]) --+ U~), where v := 
6. ~) ( u) is uniquely defined by 

( (1)) ( (1)) 0 v ti = u ti , z = 0, ... N, 

v(Tg)) = u(Ti~1 )), i = 0, 00. N- 1, j = 0, 00 . , k, 

and 6.~):L2 ([a2,tf])--+ UN, where v := 6.~)(u) is uniquely defined by 

v(ti2)) = u(ti2)), i = 0, ... N, 
".r _ (2h - ".r _ (2h 
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Then, for u(l) E Ck+1 ([ta,a1]), u(2) E Ck+ 1 ([a2 ,tf]) the error estimates 

jju(l)- ~~)u(l)lloo :S chk+l, jj ·u(l)- ~~)u.(l)lloo :S chk, (18) 

and 

llu{2J- ~Wu(2)lloo::; chk+I, llu(2)- ~~) .u(2)lloo::; chk, (19) 

hold , where h = max{h1 ,h2}. Finally, we define a discretization of (6) by 

~(ll(t)T + Hx(x{ll(t),u(l l (t),>Yl (t)) = 0 

;_lll(s)- ;_( 2l(s) = 0, 

!"' Hu(x(l) (t), u{ll(t), ;_{ll(t))Lg)(t) dt = 0, 
ta 

i = 0, ... N - 1 , j = 0, ... , k, 

±{ll(t) - ,P(x{ll(t),u{ll(t)) = 0 , 

x{ll(ta)- a= 0, 

for all t E [ta, a 1], and a discretization of (7) by 

i = 0, . .. N - 1 , j = 0, . . . , k, 

±(2 ) (t)- ,P(x(2) (t), u(2) (t)) = 0, 

x(2l(s)- x{ll(s) = 0, 

u(2l(t)-b=O, 

(20) 

(21) 

for all t E [a2 , til· In order to obtain a discretization FN of the operator F we 
define spaces ZN = ZN,l x ZN,2 x ZN,3 x ZN,4 by 

ZN,l=C1(ta,al;IR;n) Xu~), 
ZN,2=C1 (a2, tf; JR;H) X u);l, 
ZN,3=C1 (ta, al; JR;n), 
ZN,4=C1 (a2, t f; IR;n) X u);l , 

and WN = WN,l x WN,2 x WN,3 x WN,4 by 

WN,l=C(ta,al;IR;n) X IR;n X JR;(k+l)N, 

WN,2=C(ta,al;IR;n) x!R;n, 
WN,3=C(a2, t1; IR;n ) X IR;n X JR;(k+l)N, 

__ (?\ 
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where u};l is provided with the norm of C(ta, u1 ; ffi_l) and ujjl is provided with 
the norm of C(u2 , t 1; IR1 

). Further, we define the operator FN: ZN x IR ~ W N x IR 
by 

F ( ) _ ( FN,a(z,s) ) 
N z, s - F ( ) ' N,b Z,S 

where Fa is defined by (20), (21), and Fb is defined by 

u(ll(s)- u(2 l(s) = 0. 

(22) 

(23) 

In the following section we show that for sufficiently large N the discretized 
equation FN(z , s) has a solution and we derive error estimates. 

6. Convergence analysis 

Convergence results for discretizations of operator equations can be found e.g. in 
Allgower et al. (1986), Deuflhard, Potra (1992), results for discretizations of gen
eralized equations can be found e.g. in Alt (1997), Dontchev, Hager, Malanowski 
(2000), Malanowski et al. (1997). For the convergence analysis of the equations 
considered here Theorem 2.2 of Malanowski et al. (1997) is most suitable. In 
the following we use a special case of this result based on a modification due 
to Felgenhauer (1998, 1999a). If we apply Theorem 7 of (1999a) to operator 
equations , we obtain the following result. 

THEOREM 6.1 Let V and V' c V* be Banach spaces, let F: V ~ V' be Frechet 
differentiable and let v be a solution of F(v) = 0. Suppose that for N 2: N 
subspaces VN C V, V)v C V' and operators FN: VN ~ V)v are given with: 

(a) For each N one can find VN E VN such that IIFN(VN )\I~ 0 for N ~ oo. 
(b) There exists r > 0, L > 0 such that the operators Ffv are Frechet differ

entiable with 
IIFJv (vi) - F}v(v2)ll ~ L llv1 - v2 ll Vv1 , v2 E Br(VN) . 

Then for sufficiently large N equation FN(v) = 0 has a solution v'fv with 

with a constant c independent of N. 

Pr-oof. Apply Theorem 7 of Felgenhauer (1999a) with sh = SN = FN(VN) and 
J( = {0}. • 

REMARK 6.1 Theorem 2.2 of Malanowski et al. (1997) and Theorem 7 of Fel
genhauer (1999a) assume a global Lipschitz condition for the operators Ffv , 
but it can be easily seen that it is enough to require the local assumption (b) 
(compare also Alt, 1997, Theorem 3.2, Dontchev, Hager, Malanowski, 2000, 
'T' l.. ~~---~ t) ., \ 
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In the following we apply Theorem 6.1 with 'ii = (i, s), where 

i = (x(ll -u(lJ x(2J u(2J ).(lJ ).(2J J..L-(2)) , ' ' , ' ) 

is the solution of (6)-(7), and VN =(iN, s), where 

- _ (-(1) A (1) -(1) -(2) A (2) -(2) \(1) \(2) A (2) -(2)) 
ZN - X 1 1....l.NU , X 1 1....l.NU 1 1\ 1 1\ 1 1....l.NJ..L . 

W. ALT 

Assumption (b) of Theorem 6.1 can be easily checked. The following Lemma 
shows that Assumption (a) is satisfied . 

LEMMA 6.1 Let Assumptions (C1)- (C2) and (CS) be satisfied for some p 2: 
k + 1, where k is the order of polynomials used to appr-oximate the controls. 
Then 

with a constant c independent of N. 

Proof. Since i is a solution of (6)- (7), the first component of FN(iN,s) is 

FN,1 = Hx(x(ll(t),~~)u(llu(ll ( t) , >.(ll(t))- Hx(x(ll(t),u(ll(t) , >.(ll(t)). 

By Assumption (C2) and (18) we therefore obtain 

IIFN,1II .S c1hk+I 

with a constant c1 independent of N. The second component of FN (iN, s) van
ishes. Again, since i is a solution of (6)- (7), the third component of FN(iN, s) 
is 

FN,3 = {"' [Hu(x(ll(t), u(ll(t),>.(ll(t)) 
lta 

- Hx(x(ll (t), ~ Wu(llu(ll (t), >,(ll (t))] L~? (t) dt = 0, 
i = 0, ... N - 1 , j = 0, . .. , k, 

which by Assumption (C2) and (18) implies 

IIFN,3 11 .S c3hk+
1 

with a constant c3 independent of N. For the remaining components of FN,a we 
obtain the desired error estimates by the same argumentation. Since Fb(i, s) = 0 
we obtain 

FN,b(iN,s) = ~~)u(ll(s)- u(ll(s)- (~~lu(2l(s)- u(2l(s)). 

By (18), (19) this implies 

IIFN,b(iN, s)ll :::; cbhk+l 
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It remains to prove Assumption (c) of Theorem 6.1, i.e., the operators 
Ffv(iN,s)- 1 exist and are uniformly bounded. To this end we proceed as in 
Section 3. Ffv(zN, s) has the structure 

( 
8
8 

FN,a(ZN) s) 
F;..,(zN,s) = a 

-
8 

FN b(zN, s) z , 

Therefore, the operators F;._, ( z N, s) are uniformly regular, if 

II :z FN ,a (z, s)-
1

11 ~ ca 

and 

1:
8

FN,b(z,s) l ~ cb 

with constants ca, cb independent of N. 
Condition (25) is equivalent to 

l ~~~i"Pl(s) - ~~~u(2l(s)l > cb. 
dt dt -

By Assumption (C4) we have 

c := ~~u(ll(s)- ~ul2 l(s)l > o. 
dt dt 

It therefore follows from (18), (19) that 

I ~~ ~ u(ll(s) - ~~2 u(2l(s)l > c- chk-l. & N & N -

This shows that (26) is satified for sufficiently large N. 

(24) 

(25) 

(26) 

Condition (24) is equivalent to the fact that there exists a constant Ca inde
pPudent of N such that for each w = ( w 1 , ... , w11 ) E W N the system 

aa FNa(ZN,s)z = w (27) z , 

has a unique solution z(w) with 

ll z(w) ll ~ ca llwll · (28) 

To show this we proceed in the same way as in Section 3. We first introduce 
spaces ZN = ZN,l x ZN,2 x ZN,3 x ZN,4 by 

ZN,l=C1 (ta,O"];!Rn) X u~l' 
Z- -C1 ( t . T!Dn) X U(2) N,2- 0"2, f> ~r.. N ' 

ZN,3=C1 (ta, 0"]; JR1l), 
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and WN = WN,l x WN,2 x WN,3 x WN,4 by 

WN,1=C(ta,u1;JRn) X JRn X JR(k+ 1)N , 

W N,2=C(ta, 0'1; JRn ) X JRn, 

WN,3=C(u2,tt;IRn ) X ]Rn X JR(k+1)N' 

WN,4=C(u2, tt; JRn ) X ]Rn X u~l' 

W. ALT 

where u~l is provided with t he norm of L 2 (ta, u1 ; IR1 ) and u~l is provided with 
the norm of L2 (u2 , t1;IR1 ) . 

To simplify notations, the argument of functions evaluated at the point 
(j;(il(t), .6.~)u(il(t) , .. . )), i = 1, 2, will be denoted by (i,Nl[t]. System (27) defines 
the necessary optimality conditions for the following quadratic control problem: 

(OQ) M' J ( (1) (1) (2) (2) ) 
N,w lll(x(l), x(2),u( l) ,u(2)) EZ!,NXZ2,N N X ,u ,X ,U ,W 

subject to 

:i;(ll(t) = 1/Ji1'N)[t]x(ll(t) + 1/J~1 , N)[t]u(ll(t) + W4(t) \:It E [ta, ud , 
x(ll(ta) = W5, 

:i;(2l(t) = 1/Ji2'N) [tjx(2l(t) + 1/J~2 ,N) [t]u(2 )(t) + Wg(t) \:It E [u2, ttl , 

x( 2l(s) - x(ll (s) = w10, 

u(2l(t) = wu(t) \:It E [u2, ttl , 

where 

and 

Q(i,N)(t) = (H~iN ) [tl H~~N)[tl) i = 1 2. 
H~iN) [tl H,~~N) [tl ' ' 

As in Section 3 it can be shown, that Problem (OQ)N w' and hence system (27), 
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defined by the constraints of Problem (OQ)w ,N are uniformly surjective and if 
a strong second-order condition is satisfied. We first prove uniform surjectivity. 
The operators GN: Z1,N x Zz ,N--+ Wz, N x W4,N are defined by 

:i:Ul(.) - ?j;~l) [·]x(ll (-) -1/J~,l) [·]u(ll (-) 
xlll(ta) 

GN(x(ll,x( 2l, u(ll, u(2 l) = :iYl(·) -1/Ji2l[ ·]xf2l(-) - 1/JS2l[·]uf2l(-) 
X(Z) (s) - X(!) (s) 
u(2l (-) 

and the operators G N: Z1 ,N x Zz,N --+ Wz ,N x 1V4,N are defined in the same 
way. The discrete counterpart of Lemma 3.1 is 

LEMMA 6.2 If Assumption (C3) holds, then the operators GN are uniformly 
surjective, i. e., for each wE W2,N x W4,N there exists z = (x(l), u(l), .1:(2 ), u( 2 l) E 

Z1,N x Z2,N such thatGN(z) =wand 

ll z ll :S c llwll , 

where the constant c is ·independent of N and z. Moreover·, the operators 
G N are uniformly surjective, i.e.' for each w E vllz,N X w4 ,N there exists 
z = (x(ll ,u( l) ,x(2l , u(2l) E zl ,N X Zz,N s·uch that GN(z) =wand 

ll z ll 2 :S c llwllz, 

where the constant c is independent of N and z . 

Proof. Let w := (w4,W5,Wg , WlQ ,W11 ) E Wz X w4 be arbitrary. We first have to 
find z = (x(l), u(l ), x(Z), u(2l) E zl X Zz such that G(z) = w. The last equation 
of this system is u(Z) = wn . We set u(l) = 0. Then ll u(l) II :S llwll , ll u(z) II :S llwll , 
and we obtain an initial value problem having unique solutions x( l) and x(2) 

with 

ll x(l) ll :S c1ll(w4 ,w5)11, ll x(2)11 :S c2 11 (wg,WIO,wu) ll , 

where the constants c1 , c2 are independent of N and z . The assertion for G N 

follows in the same way. • 

The strong second-order condition required for ( OQ) N,w is 

(C5)N There exists 1 > 0 independent of N such that 

BN(x(ll , u(l l,x(2), u(2) ) ~ 1 (llu ( l ) ll ~ + l lu ( 2 ) 11 ~ ) 
for all (x(ll , u(ll ,x(2l,u(2l) E ZN,l x ZN,z satisfying 

j;{ll(t) = 1/Ji1)[t]x(ll(t) + 1/JSl)[t]u(ll(t) \It E [ta , O"d , 
x(l) (ta) = 0 , 

j;(2l(t) = 1/JF) [t]x(2l(t) + 1/JS2l[t]u(2l(t) Vt E [O"z, tJ], 
x( 2l(s) = x(ll(s)) 

{<) \ ' · " 
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where the quadratic form BN is defined by 

B (x(l) u(l) x(2) u(2)) = ~ !0"1 (x(ll(t))TQ(l,N)(t) (x(ll(t)) dt 
N ' ' ' 2 t. u(ll(t) u(ll(t) 

+~ t' (J;(2)(t))T Q(2 ,N)(t) (X(2l(t)) dt 
2 ./0"2 u(2l(t) u(2l(t) 

1 +2x(2l (ttf cPxx(x(2 )(t,))x(2 )(tt). 

We show that this condition follows from (C5) . Let J( := kern (G) with the 
operator G of Lemma 3.1. Then (C5) can be stated in the form 

B(x(l), u(ll, x(2), u( 2l) 2: 'Y (llu(ll II~+ llu(Z) II§) 
\f(x(ll,u(ll,x( 2l,u(2l ) E J(. 

It follows from Assumption (C2) and (18) that fori= 1, 2 

IIQ(i,N)(t)- Q(il(t)l l ~ i\hk+l ' 

where the constant c1 is independent of N. This implies that for sufficiently 
large N 

BN(x(l),u(l),x(2),u(2)) 2: ~ (llu(l)ll~ + llu( 2 ) 11~) 
\f(x(ll,u( 1l,x( 2l ,u(2l) E J(. 

Since kern (G) C K, it follows that for sufficiently large N, (C5)N is satisfied 
with i = "( /2. 

We have shown that all Assumptions of Theorem 6.1 are satisfied for the 
discretization described in the last sect ion . We therefore obtain the following 
convergence result: 

THEOREM 6.2 Let Assumptions (Cl)- (C4), (C5)N and (CS) be satisfied for 
some p 2: k + 1, where k is the order of polynomials used to approximate the 
controls. Then for sufficiently large N the discr-etized system F N ( z, s) = 0 has 
a solution (ziv, sjy) with 

where the constant c is independent of N. 

For the solution of the discretized equations we can use the Newton method 
described in Section 4, where the controls are discretized according to Section 5. 

Similar results can be obtained for more general control problems and more 
general discretizations. We refer to Felgenhauer (1998), where most of the 
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